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SUMMARY 
We are interested in the dynamic change of protein composition and conformation at 

the mammalian central nervous system， which eventually leads to structural and 

:unctional change of the synapses. In this research project， we have tried to find novel 

synaptic protein-protein interactions using phage四 displayscreening system. 

The result reveals the usefulness of the phage display system. It can detect new 

protein interaction which cannot be detected by conventional two-hybrid assay 

theoretically. It is also evident that phage四 displaysystem has severe limitations which 

make this system unable to detect many known interactions. As a conclusion， phage 

display system is most useful when used in combination with conventional techniques 

like two-hybrid assay or affinity purification. 

We first screened binding partners for NMDA同 typeglutamate receptor ectodomain or 

Ll adhesion molecule ectodomain using phage-display system. We found neuron-

specific ubiquitin ligase fbx2 as a binding protein. Further analysis reveals that fbx2 

recognizes N-linked glycosylation moiety on these ectodomain molecules and is thought 

to have some role in the quality control system of these membrane molecules. 

This result opens up a new possibility: ubiquitin system plays an important role in 

the control of synaptic proteins. To further examine this possibility， we tested the 

biological activity of SiahlA (seven in absentia homolog lA)， another ubiq山tinligase 

identified as a binding protein to metabotropic glutamate receptor by two-hybrid 

screening. SiahlAラ amember of the RING-finger-containing E3 ubiquitin ligases， was 

shown to bind to the specific sequence， termed Siah-interacting domain (SID)，ほ the

carboxy-terminal tails of the long splice variants of groupl metabotropic glutamate 

receptors (mGluRla and mGluR5)・ Weexamined the function of SiahlA in 

ubiquitination and degradation of groupl mGluRs in heterologously expressing 

HE玄293cells. Coexpression of SiahlA markedly enhanced ubiquitination and 

downregulation of the SID-containing splice variants of groupl mGluRs among the 

mGluR family， and the enhanced downregulation of mGluRla resulted from accelerated 

protein tumover， as revealed by pulse四 chaseexperiments. The SID四 lackingmGluRlb 
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splice variant and the SID四 deletedmGluRla mutant were both insusceptible to SiahlA-

mediated degradation， indicating that the SID sequence is essential for SiahlA-mediated 

degradation of mGluRs. Effects on ubiquitination and degradation of groupl mGluRs 

were abrogated by mutations at the RING四 fingerdomain of SiahlA. Replacements of 

lysine residues at the cytoplasmic regions of mGluR5 with arginine showed that 

SiahlA-mediated ubiquitination occurs at multiple lysine residues spanning both the 7 

transmembrane region and carboxy-terminal tail. In situ hybridization histochemistry 

showed a widespread distribution of Siahl mRNAs with high expression in the 

hippocampal pyramidal neurons and cerebellar Purkinj e cells in the mouse brain. 

Group 1 mGluRs play critical roles in the neural plasticity in both the hippocampal 

neurons and Purkinj e cells. 百lisinvestigation indicates that SiahlA serves as a 

selective ubiquitin ligase that mediates ubiquitination-dependent degradation of long 

splice variants of groupl mGluRs and would contribute to posttraslational 

downregulation of groupl mGluRs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Synaptic remodeling is a fundamental mechanism for information processing and 

storage in the developing and mature brain (1)・ Inthe process of synaptic remodeli時，

massive changes in the molecular composition and signaling properties occur in 

synapses. Many postsynaptic proteins including neurotransmitter receptors， 

scaffolding proteins and signaling molecules increase or decrease in response to 

stimulation or inhibition of synaptic activities (2). These molecular events are 

controlled by multiple mechanisms includi時 transcriptionalcontrol (3)， regulated 

dendritic protein translation (4)， dynamic changes in protein localization ωor from 

synapses (5，6) and selective protein degradation through the ubiquitin system (2). 

Among them， little attention has been paid to involvement of the ubiquitin system until 

recent1y (7，8). 

The ubiquitin system plays a central role in regulated protein degradation. 

Attachment of ubiquitin， a highly conserved 76目 aminoacid polypeptide， to lysine 

residues of target proteins is mediated by the sequential actions of ubiquitirトactivating

enzyme (E 1)， ubiquitin-conjugati昭 enzyme(E2) and ubiquitin ligases (E3) (9). There 

is a variety of E3 ligases and each of them recognizes specific target proteins and brings 

them to the degradation pathway (9). Ubiquitinated proteins are usually degraded by 

proteasome (9)ヲ buta number of membrane proteins including receptors and channels 

are endocytosed and transported to vacuole/lysosome upon ubiquitination in a 

proteasome-independent manner (10，11)・

Drosophila Sina (seven in absenti吟andits mammalian homolog Siah (seven in 

absentia homolog) are members of the E3 ubiquitin ligase family with the RING-fi時 er

protein motif (12)， a conserved motif which is essential for E2 recruitment and 

subsequent ubiquitin conjugation (9). In Drosophila， Sina mediates degradation of 

tramtrack protein， which is essential for normal eye development (13). In mice， there 

訂 ethree highly homologous Siah proteins， Siah1Aラ Siah1Band Siah 2 (12). Siahs 

are known to recognize several target proteins including DCCρeleted in ωlorectal 
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Cancer)ラ synaptoph)叩 1and Numb and promote the degradation of these proteins (14四

16). 

Glutamate receptors are major excitatory neurotransmitter receptors and play central 

roles in neuronal excitation in the mammalian central nervous system (17)・ Glutamate

receptors are categorized into two classes， ionotropic and metabotropic glutamate 

receptors (17)・ Metabotropicglutamate receptors (mGluRs) are G protein-coupled 

receptors and consist of 8 different subtypes which are classified into three groups (17). 

Group1 mGluRs (mGluR1 and mGluR5) are coupled to inosito11人5-trisphosphate 

(IP3)心 alciumsignaling cぉcade(17) and play important roles in neural pl制 icity

processes including long -term potentiation， long -term depression， synapse development 

and elimination (18-21)・ BothmGluR1 and mGluR5 comprise splice variants thほ

differ in the cytoplasmic tails with long (mGluR1a and mGluR5) and short (mGluR1b 

and mGluR5d) carboxy-terminal domains (22，23). These group1 receptors are mainly 

localized postsynaptically and show regulated trafficking， intemalization and 

desensitization in both neural cells and heterologo凶 lyexpressing cells (24-27). 

Recent1y， Siah1A has been shown to bind to the carboxy-terminal domain of long splice 

variants of mGluR1 and mGluR5 (28) and attenuate group1 mGluR-mediated calcium 

current inhibition in heterologously expressing superior cervical ganglion neurons (29). 

However， the biochemical events which are ensured by the direct interaction between 

Siah1A and group1 mGluRs remain elusive. 

In this paper， we report that group1 mGluR-Siah1A interaction induces group1 

mGluR-specific ubiquitination and subsequent degradation. The mRNA expressions 

of Siah1 and group1 mGluRs overlap in many brain regions including cerebellar 

Purkinje cells and hippocampal pyramidal neurons， where group1 mGluRs play 

essential roles in synaptic plasticity and synapse remodeling (18引)・Theseresu1ts 

imply that Siah regulates the mGluR tumover in the brain and could contribute to neural 

plasticity and remodeling in glutamatergic synapses. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Cell Culture and Plαsmids -HEK293 cells (ATCC CRL-1573) were cultured in 

Dulbecco's modified Eagle's Medium ρ四 MEM)supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 

serum and antibiotics. All mGluR and NR1 cDNAs were tagged with Flag epitope at 

their amino-terminal ends just following signal sequences and subcloned into the 

expression vector pCMV-Tag3 (Stratagene). Mouse Siah1A cDNA， either tagged 

with myc epitope at its amino-terminal end or untagged， was subcloned into the 

expression vector pCI-neo (Promega). Myc-tagged mouse ubiquitin was constructed 

as described previously (30) and subcloned into the expression vector pCI-neo 

(Promega). Deletion mutants of mGluR1a and Siah1A were made by PCR. Mutants 

containing amino acid replacements were generated by site-directed mutagenesis. 

DNA transfection was performed using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according ω 

the manufacturer's instruction. Transfected cells were grown in the culture medium 

for 40 h bのrean均 sis. For i出 bitorstudi民 cellswere treated with MG-132 (30 

μM)， lactacystin (30μM)， E64 (100μM)， chloroquine (200 μM) or ammonium chloride 

(30 mM)ぽ 24h a立ertransfection and incubated in the presence of respective inhibitors 

for 6 h before celllysis. Inhibitors used were purchased from Calbiochem or Sigma. 

Western Blotting and Immunoprecipitlαtion -Transfected HE玄293cells were lysed 

in the RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris四日ClpH 8ム150 mM NaCl， 0.5% sodium 

deoxycholate， 1 % NP-40 and 0.1 % SDS) supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail 

(Sigma) and 50μMMG四 132. Immunoprecipitation of Flag-mGluR was carried out 

with anti-Flag M2 agarose beads (Sigma) in the RIPA buffer and the precipitated 

proteins were eluted with an excess Flag peptide (Sigma). Cell lyωes or 

immunoprecipitates were separated by SDS-polyacゆ midegel electrophoresis (SDS-

PAGE) and transferred onto a Trans-Blot nitrocellulose membrane (Bio四 Rad)，followed 

by westem blot analysis with antトFlagM2 antibody (Sigma)， anti-myc polyclonal 

antibody (S制 aCruz) or anti-actin polyclonal antibody (Sigma)・ Immunoreactive

bands were detected with S叩erSignalFemto ECL kit (Pierce). 
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Pulse-ChαseAnaち'sis-Flag-mGluR1a was transfected with or without Siah1A in 

HEK293 cells. Twenty-four h laterヲcellswere washed and incubated for 45 min in a 

methionine/cysteine四 freeD-MEM medium. 百lemedium was replaced with a 

methionine/cysteine-free D-MEM medium containing 200 ~Ci/ml of a mixture of [35S]_ 

methionine and [35S]-cysteine (1000 Ci/mmolラAmersham)・After1 h incubation， the 

radioactive medium was removed and cells were extensively washed with non-

radioactive D-MEM. Cells were cu1tured in the D-MEM medium containing 10% fetal 

bovine serum and an excess amount of methionine and cysteine. Cells were taken 

after appropriate chase timeラ lysedwith the RIP A buffer and radiolabeled mGluR1a was 

immunoprecipitated with anti-Flag M2 agarose beads from an equiva1ent amount of 

lysates at each chase time. Immunoprecipitates were subjected to SDS-PAGE， 

followed by autoradiography. Relative amounts of [35S]-labeled mGluR1a proteins 

were quantified wit註BASづ000image ana1yzer (Fuji Film). 

Northern Blot and ln Situ Hybridization Analysis -Total RNA was isolated from 

transfected cells with Trizol reagent (Invitrogen). The isolated total RNA (10 ~ほ) was 

electrophoresed on a 1.5% agarose-formaldehyde gel and transferred onto a 

GeneScreen Plus membrane (NEN) in 20 X SSC (1 X SSC is 0.15 M NaCl plus 0.015 

M sodium citrateラ adjustedωpH 7.0). 官官PmαCI-BglIIfragment of mGluR1a 

cDNA (nucleotide residues 1489-2076 of the protein四 codingregion) was used as a 

probe. [32P]-labeled probe was synthesized using BcaBEST Labeling kitσaka刈 and

hybridization was performed in PerfectHyb Plus hybridization buffer (Sigma)・ Forin 

situ hybridization， freshly frozen brain sections of C57/BL6 mice were hybridized with 

[
35S]四 labeledantisense riboprobe corresponding to nuc1eotide residues 1-456 or 457由

849 of the mouse Siah1A prote肝 codingregion as described previously (31). Cont叫

hybridization was carried out in adjacent sections with use of sense riboprobes 

corresponding to the same region. 

RESULTS 

SiahlA lnduces mGluRlαDegradation -We examined the effect of Siah1A 

coexpression on protein levels of mGluR1a in HEK293 cells by immunoblotting of cell 
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lysates of HEK293 cells cotransfected with myc-Siah1A and Flag四 mGluR1afor 40 h. 

Immunoblotting with anti-Flag antibody gave rise to two bands， which co訂espondedto 

a monomeric and a dimeric form of mGluR1a (Fig. 1A)σ2). As the appearance of 

the dimeric form of mGluRs was more prominent and consistent in our experimental 

condition (Fig. 1A)， we pursued changes in levels of the dimeric mGluRs in the 

subsequent experiments. When the expression of SiahlA was increased by increasing 

amounts of the transfected Siah1A cDNA in HEK293 cells， levels of mGluR1a protein 

in celllysates decreased in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 1A). In contrast， levels of 

mGluR1a mRNA remained unchanged by increasing the transfected S凶l1AcDNA (Fig. 

1A)， indicating that SiahlA influences levels of mGluR1a protein at the 

posttranscriptionallevel. Coexpression of Siah1B or Siah2 similarly decreased 

mGluRla protein levels in HEK293 cells (dね notshown)， indicating thほ allthree 

members of the Siah family have the ability to decrease mGluR1a protein levels. In 

control， Siah 1A had no effect on levels of actin protein measured as an intemal marker 

(Fig. 1A). 

SiahlA binds to a specific amino acid stretch (Sialトinteracti時 domain:SID)ほthe

carboxy-terminal cytoplasmic tail of mGluR1a and mGluR5 and does not interact with 

the SID四 lackinggroup2 and group3 mGluRs (28). We examined the specificity of 

Siah1A四 mediateddownregulation of receptor proteins by cotransfection of Siah1A with 

representative s凶 typesof gro叩 1，gro叩2(mGluR3) and gro叩 3(mGluR7) subfamily 

as well as the NR1 subunit of N-methyl-D-aspartate四 typeionotropic glutamate receptors. 

Of these receptors， only group1 mGluRs (mGluR1a and mGluR5) decreased and no 

other mGluR subtypes or the NR1 subunit were affected by coexpression with Siah1A 

(Fig. 1B). These results indicate that Siah1A specifically downregulates group1 

mGluRs in the mGluR family， depending on its interaction with group1 mGluR 

subtypes. 

To further assess the Siah1A-mediated mGluR1a degradation， the tumover of 

mGluR1a protein was determined in the presence and absence of Siah1A by pulse-

chase experiments (Fig. 2). One day after transfection of mGluR1a with or without 
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Siah1Aヲ HE:f二293cells were incubated with a mixture of [35S]-methionine/cysteine in 

the methionine/cysteine四 freemedium for 1 h. Cells were extensively washed with a 

non-radioactive medium， and radioactivity of [35 S]-amino acids incorporated into 

mGluR1a was chased by quantitative autoradiography of immunoprecipitated [35S]_ 

labeled mGluR1a in celllysates. This analysis showed that the tumover of mGluR1a 

was accelerated by coexpression of Siah1A， a half-life of mGluR1a protein in the 

presence and absence of Siah1A bei昭 approximately4註and20 h， respectively (Fig. 

2B). These resu1ts indicate that Siah1A promotes the degradation of mGluR1a in 

HEK293 cells. 

SiahlA Interαction for SiahlA -mediated mGluRl a Degradation四 Tosubstantiate the 

importance of the interaction of Siah1A with the SID sequence of mGluR1a for Siah1A四

mediated mGluR1a degradation， we examined whether coexpression of Siah1A has any 

effect on degradation of mGluR1b， a short splice variant of mGluR11acking the SID 

sequence滋 thecarboxy司 terminalsequence (Fig. 3A). Protein levels of mGluR1b 

were unaffected by coexpression of Siah1A (Fig. 3B). More directl)らanmGluR1a 

mutant (mGluR1a-i11) in which the SID sequence (amino acid residues 905-932) was 

deleted from the carboxy-termir凶 tailof mGluR1a was constructed and tested (Fig. 3A 

and B). This deletion mutant showed no decrease in protein levels by coexpression 

with Siah1A， indicating that the direct interaction between Siah1A and mGluR1a is 

responsible for Siah1A-mediated degradation of mGluR1a. 

The RING-finger Domαin of SiahlA Is Necessary for mGluRlαDegradation伊 Siah

possesses the RING-finger structure characteristic of E3 ligases (12刀 -35)・ τbe

zinc-containing RIN G四 fingerstructure is essential for interaction with ubiquitin叩

connψting enzyme (E2) and subsequent ubiquitination and degradation of target 

proteins (34，35)・ Totest whether the RING-finger domain of Siah1A is necessary for 

mGluR1a degradation， two Siah1A mutants were constructed and analyzed for 

mGluR1a degradation. Siah1A-i1R was a deletion mutant at the entire RING四 finger

domain (amino acid residues 39-76)ラ whileSiah1A-H59Y was a single amino acid 

mutant in which the critical histidine at position 59 within the RING-finger domain was 
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substituted for tyrosine (Fig. 4A)σ4)・ Both Siah1A-~R and Siah1A明日59Ymutants 

showed an increase in levels of mutant Siah1A proteins as compared with wild-type 

Siah1A， reilecting the reduced ability of these Siah1A mutants to degrade their own 

proteins (Fig. 4B). In spite of the elevation 0ぱfml刷I

~R and S剖la油h1Aω召H59Yf;白a泊iledtωo decrease cotransfected mGluR1a in HEK293 cells (Fig. 

4 B)， indicating thほSiah1Aserves as a specific E3 ubiquitin ligase for degradation of 

mGluR1a. 

SiahlA lnduces Groupl mGluRs Ubiquitination -To address whether Siah1A 

promotes ubiquitination of group1 mGluRs， Flag-mGluR1a or Flag由 mGluR5was 

cotransfected with myc-ubiquitin with or without coexpression of Siah1A in HEK293 

cells. Flag四 mGluR1aand Flag-mGluR5 were immunoprecipitated with anti叩 Flag

antibody， and extents of ubiquitination of mGluR1a and mGluR5 were analyzed by 

immunoblotting of mGluR immunoprecipitates with anti-myc antibody. A small 

amount of ubiquitinated mGluR1a or mGluR5 was detected in celllysates untransfected 

with Siah1A (Fig. 5). Extents of ubiquitination of both mGluR1a and mGluR5 were 

markedly enhanced by coexpression with Siah 1A (Fig. 5). Ubiquitinated mGluR1a 

and mGluR5 were detected as broad bands at the upper part of the gel (Fig. 5)， 

suggesting that the mGluR proteins were polyubiquitinated by Siah1A. As expected， 

no such enhancement of ubiquitination of both mGluR1a and mGluR5 was conferred 

by coexpression with the Siah1A-企Rmutant (Fig. 5)， indicating th剖 theubiquitin 

ligase activity of Siah1A is necessary for the enhanced ubiquitination and accelerated 

degradation of both mGluR1a and mGluR5. 

SiahlA Ubiquitinαtes Lysine Residues at the Cytoplasmic Region of mGluR5 -E3 

山iquitinligases 由iq出inatelysine residues of target proteins (9). To further address 

whether Siah1A ubiquitination is essential for degradation of group1 mGluRs， lysine 

residues at the cytoplasmic regions of mGluR5 were substituted for arginine， and the 

effects of lysine substitutions on ubiquitination and degradation of mGluR5 were 

加 alyzed. 百lereare 10 residues of lysine in the cytoplasmic loops and linings of the 7 

transmembrane segments and 12 lysine residues at the carboxy-terminal tail of mG luR5 
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(36). Al1 22 lysine residues at the cytoplasmic regions of mGh郎 wererepl蹴 dwith 

arginine in mGluR5-Llall (K) mutant. Neither enhanced ub凶lqu凶I丘it丘inationnor accelerated 

degradation was observed for mGluR5.嗣同帽企

indicating t出ha瓜.tub凶lqU凶i丘itinationof lysine residues of mGluR5 iおsindispensable for 

degradation of this recepねrprotein. To identify the ubiquitination site of mGluR5， we 

subdivided the cytoplasmic regions of mGlu畏5into two parts by constructing臥TO

lysin内 lbstitutedmutants; mGh郎剖M(衣)and mGh郎 -LlC(K)出 which10 lysine 

residues at the cytoplasmic region of the 7 transmen伽 anesegements (positions 610， 

664， 676， 677， 678， 682ラ 683，759， 771， 827) and 12 lysine residues at the carboxy-

terminal tail (positions 850， 866， 880， 889， 906， 907ヲ 917，921，962，1065，1113，

1155) of mGluR5 were substituted for arginine， respectively. Unexpectedly， both 

mGluR5-企TM(K) and mGluR5四LlC (K) mutants were Sl邸 eptibleto Siah1A由 mediated

ubiquitination and degradation (Fig. 6)・Theseresults indicate that ubiquitination 

occurs at multiple lysine residues spanning from the transmembrane-connecting 

cytoplasmic loops to the carboxy-terminal tail of mGluR5 and multiple ubiquitination 

sites contribute to deσradation of mGluR5. b 

E万台ctso[ Prote，αsome andLysosome Inhibitors -In the classical view， 

polyubiquitinated protein substrates are recognized and degraded to small peptides by 

the proteasome complex (9). Recent evidence has also shown that in the case of 

membrane proteins such as receptors， transporters and channels， ubiquitination is used 

as a signal for endocytosis and intracellular trafficking and ubiquitinated proteins are 

transported to vacuole/lysosome for degradation (9-11). To examine which system 

predominantly serves for Siah1A叩 mediateddegradation of mGluR1a， we tested several 

inhibitors， which selectively abrogate the proteasome function (MG-132 or lactacystin) 

or the lysosome function (E64， chloroquine or ammonium chloride). None of these 

compoundsラ however，were effective in blocking Siah1A-mediated mGluR1a 

degradation (Fig. 7). Bot白hMG叩 1臼32and la泌似ctaωcys姐tininhibited Si白ah1Adegradation (σFi氾g.

7乃)，ヲ coniirming t出ha祇tt出heωS鈎el血nh凶ib凶itωor路swere effective i血nb凶loc必厄凶n昭gt恥h恥ep戸附rot比ea紛S鈎om附ne鴎e-吋-d必epe切nd必en凶1t t 
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Siah1A degradation. At present， the pathway that links the mGluR1a ubiquitination to 

its degradation remains elucive. 

Overlapping Expression 01 Siahlαnd Groupl mGluRs in the Mouse Brain -Siah1 

mRNA is expressed in various tissues， being the highest in the brain and moderate in 

the lung， testis and thymus (12). We examined a detailed distribution of Si油1mRNA

in the mouse brain with in situ hybridization histochemistry. In these experiments， 

two norトoverlappingprobes (residues 1-456 and 457-849) were prepared from the 

mouse Siah1A clone， but the high homology between Siah1A and Siah1B mRNAs 

(97% nucleotide identity in their protein-coding regions) could not allow distinguishing 

the distribution of the臥TOSiah1 mRNA species. In situ hybridization analysis of 

brain sectIons of postnatal day 8， 12， 24 and adult rnice showed a wide distribution of 

Siah1 mRNAs (Siah1A plus Si油1BmRNA)ほallstages analyzed， and an expression 

pattem of Siah1 mRNAs， analyzed at postnatal day 12 (P12)， is presented in Fig. 8. 

A high expression of Siah1 mRNAs was observed in the hippocampus and the 

cerebellum， and other brain regions including the olfactory bulb， olfactory nucleus， 

striatum， cerebral cortex and thalamus also expressed moderate levels of Siah1 mRNAs 

(Fig. 8A). This expression pattem of Siah1 mRNAs was confirmed by the two non-

overlapping probes of Siah1A mRNA (data not s担own). Cell populations expressing 

Siah1 mRNAs in the hippocampus and cerebellum were further analyzed by in situ 

hybridization of emulsion-dipped sections (Fig. 8C四 8F). A high expression of Siah1 

mRNAs was detected in pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus and Purkinje cells of 

the cerebellum (Fig. 8C-8F). Pyrarnidal neurons in the hippocampus and Purki吋c

cells in the cerebellum express a high amount of mGluR5 and mGluR1a， respectively 

(31，36-38)・ Thus，Siah1 and gro叩 1mGluR mRNAs are coexpressed in the same 

cell populations at leぉtin the hippocampus and cerebellum. 

DISCUSSION 

This investigation has indicated that SiahlA， initially identified as a binding protein to 

group1 mGluRs by yeast two-hybrid screening (28)， acts as a specific E3 ubiquitin 

ligase that leads to ubiquitination and degradation of group1 mGluRs. Analysis of 
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mGluR subtype specificity and deletion mutation revealed that the SID sequence of 

group1 mGluRs is indispensable for the specific Siah1A-mediated ubiquitination and 

degradation of group1 mGluRs. Mutational analysis of Siah1A also disclosed that the 

RING四 fingerdomain of Siah1A， like other E3 ubiquitin ligases， is essential for both 

ubiquitination and degradation of group1 mGluRs. Furthermore， replacements of 

lysine residues with arginine at the cytoplasmic region of mGluR5 abolished not only 

the Siah1A-mediated ubiquitination but also the degradation of mGluR5. 百1詑es鈎C 

resu1ts demonstrate t白ha低tSi担ah1Ainteracts with the S釘IDs鈴equencea泣tt出hecar巾boxy-削ぺ欄輔

t抱aI証10ぱfgroup1 mGluRs and facilitates the selective ub凶lqu凶litina剖tiわonand degradation of this 

subclass of mGluRs. mGluR1 consists of臥TOmajor splice variants， a long mGluR1a 

splice variant and a short mGluR1 b splice variant (22)・ Bothsplice variants are highly 

expressed in a variety of neurons but distinct1y distributed， depending on different 

neuronal cell types (37)・Theyare also substantially different in the subcellular 

localization， activation kinetics of intracellular effectors and agonist田 independentactivity 

(39-42). Important1y， mGluR1b lacks the SID sequence at the carboxy-terminal 

region and is insusceptible to Siah1A-mediated ubiquitination and degradation. It is 

likely that Siah1A is important not only for controlling protein levels of mGluR1a at the 

posttranslationallevel but also distinct1y regulating two different splice variants of 

mGluR1， depending on their susceptibility to Siah1A-mediated degradation. 

Siah is involved in the ubiquitirトmediateddegradation of DCC， synaptophysin and 

Numb in mammalian cells (14-16)・Thedegradation of these proteins is mediated by 

the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. In the case of group1 mGluRs， inhibitors of both 

proteasome and lysosome functions were ineffective in blocking the Siah1A-mediated 

degradation of group1 mGluRs. 百lesimilar proteasome四 andlysosome-independent 

degradation has been reported for downregulation of s2
・・叫renergicreceptors (s

2
AR) in 

heterologously s2AR-expressing L cells and endoneously s
2
AR-expressing A431 cell 

lines (43)， although βarrestin-facilitated s?AR degradation has been shown to be 

sensitive to proteasomal i出 ibitors
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mechanism in which some proteases at the plasma membrane may be involved in 

degradation of membrane proteins (43). Additional studies are required to uncover the 

precise mechanisms of Siah1A叩 mediateddegradation of group1 mGluRs. 

Siah1 mRNAs are， though widely expressed in various brain regions， enriched in 

hippocampal pyramidal neurons and cerebellar Purkinje cells where mGluRS and 

mGluR1a mRNAs are highly expressed， respectively. Gene targeting and other 

studies indicated that mGluR1a and mGluRS play a key role in inducing long-term 

depression in Purkinje cells and long-term potentiation in hippocampal neurons， 

respectively (19-21). Neural plasticity is now thoughtぬ beevoked by dynamic 

changes in receptor and signaling molecules in synapses (1，6). Furthermore， 

increasing evidence indicated that neural activity controls the activity of the 

ubiquitination complex and leads to dynamic changes in the molecular composition of 

postsynaptic structures including receptors and signaling molecules (2). Important1y， 

E3 ubiquitin ligases consist of diverse members of the protein family and each 

recognizes a specific protein substrate (9)・Itis therefore important to identify a 

ubiquitin ligase specific for a key receptor molecule. In this investigation， Siah1A is 

revealed to act as a functional ubiquitin ligase specific for ubiquitination and degradation 

of group1 mGluRs. Because little is known about the posttranslational regulation of 

group1 mGluRs， our findings will aid the possibility to examine the regulatory 

mechanisms of downregulation of group1 mGluRs in glutamatergic synapses. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

FIG. 1. Specific degradation of mGluRla and mGluRS by SiahlA. A. 

HEK293 cells were transfected with a fixed amount of the Fla払 mGluRlaDNA
b 

together with increasing amounts of the myc-SiahlA DNA. A vector DNA was added 

to make the total amounts of transfected DNAs equivalent in all experiments. 

Amounts of Flag-mGluRla， myひSiahlAand actin in celllysates were determined by 

immunoblotting with anti-Flag， anti-myc and anti四 actinantibodies， respectively. 

Amounts of mGluRla， but not actin， decreased in a dose四 dependentmanner by 

increasing levels of expression of SiahlA. Levels of mGluRla mRNA were 

determined by Northem blotting of the corresponding transfected cells， indicating that 

no change occurred by increasing expression of SiahlA. B. Various subtypes of 

mGluRs and the NRl subunit of ionotropic glutamate receptors were Flag-tagged and 

each of them was expressed with or without SiahlA in HEK293 cells. 百lespecificity 

of SiahlA-mediated decrease of the receptor proteins was analyzed by immunoblotting 

with anti-Flag antibody. Molecular sizes (kiloda1tons) of marker proteins are indicated 

on the left side of immunoblot analysis. IB， immunoblot;α 四 Flag，α四 mycand αm 

actin， anti-Flag， anti四 mycand anti四 actinantibodies， respectively. 

FIG. 2. Accelerated turnover of mGluRla by SiahlA. A. HEK293 cells 

transfected with Flag-mGluRla together with or without myc-SiahlA were radiolabeled 

in the culture medium containing a mixture of [35S]同 methionine/cysteinefor 1 h. Cells 

were extensively washed with an excess of methionine/cysteine and further cultured in 

the methionine/cysteine-containing standard medium. Cells were collected and lysed 

at the indicated time of cell culture and radiolabeled mGluRla was immunoprecipitated 

with anti-Flag antibody. mGluRla immunoprecipitates were subjected to SDS-PAGE 

and autoradiography. B. Extents of [35S]-labeled mGluRla radioactivity were 

quantified by the BAS-5000 image analyzer and a tumover of [35S]-labeled mGluRla 

was determined by plotting radioactivity of [35S]-labeled mGluRla against the time of 

celllysis. 

FIG. 3. Requirement of Siaかinteractingdomain of mGluRla for its 
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degradation. A. The schematic structures of mGluR1a， mGluR1b and mGluR1a-

111 are indicated; SID， Siah-interacting domain; the caboxy-terminal sequence 

characteristic of the mGluR1b splice variant (residues 887叩 906)is indicated by a slash 

box. B. Flag目 mGluR1a，Flag-mGluR1b and Flag時 mGluR1a-111were transfected with 

or without my ひSiah1A and celllysates were immunoblotted with anti-Flag， antι1-ι"嗣由幽.幽叩幽

and anti -actin a釦nt巾iめbo吋di郎C俗s. Levels of mGluR1 b and mGluR1a叩 111were not affected by 

coexpression with Siah1A. Levels of actin measured as an intemal control marker 

remained unchanged by Siah1A coexpression. 

FIG. 4. The RINGイingerdomain of SiahlA for mGluRla degradation. 

A.百lemutant structures of Siah1A-企Rand Siah1A叩 H59Yare depicted on the basis of 

a schematic structure of Siah1A. B. Mycひ-S割la油h1A，mycひ-Siah1吐1A-11

H59Y were t汀ra釦nsfe∞ct“edwi託thFlag-mGl如uR1a丸ラ andc∞elll砂ysa剖te岱swere immunob凶10叫tt比edwith 

antιiト-F日lagヲ a釦n成出1託訂tiιiι-my戸cand a組ntトactin antibodies. Siah1A-I1R and Siah1A-H59Y failed to 

degrade mGluR1a and showed a marked and a moderate increase of its own protein as 

compared with wild-type (W乃Siah1A，respectively. 

FIG. 5. SiahlA induces mGluRla polyubiquitination. Flag-mGluR1a or 

Flag-mGluR5 together with myc-ubiquitin (myc-Ub) was expressed with or without 

wild-type (WT) Siah1A or Siah1A-I1R. Celllysates were immunoblotted with anti四

Flag antibody to contirm that Siah1Aヲbutnot Siah1A-I1R， enhanced degradation of 

mGluR1a and mGluR5. Flag-mGluR1a and Flag-mGluR5 were immunoprecipitated 

from the corresponding celllysates with antトFlagantibody， followed by 

immunoblotting with anti四 mycantibody to detect mGluR ubiquitination (mGluR-

[Ub]n); IP， immunoprecipitation . Anti四 actinblotting was conducted as an in印 刷

control. mGluR1a or mGluR5 was highly ubiquitinated by Siah1A but not by 

Siah1A-I1R and this enhanced polyubiquitination was correlated with accelarated 

degradation of mGluR1a/mGluR5 by Siah1A. 

FIG. 6. Effects of lysine replacements at the cytoplasmic regions of 

mGluRS on its degradation and polyubiquitination. Flag-mGluR5 and 

lysine-replaced Flag-mGluR5 mutants together with myc-ubiquitin (myc-Ub) were 
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transfected with or without Siah1A. Flag-mGluR5 degradation was examined by 

immunoblotting of celllysates with anti-Flag antibody. Extents of ubiquitination of 

mGluR5 (mGluR5-[Ub]n) were measured by immunoprecipitation of mGluR5 with 

anti-Flag antibody， followed by immunoblotting with anti-myc antibody. Neither 

enhancement of degradation nor polyubiquitination of mGluR5 was detected in 

mGluR5-企all(玄)mutant. In contrastヲ significantpolyubiquitination and degradation 

were detected in mGlu町四11TM(K) and mGluR5-企C(玄).

FIG. 7. Effects of proteasome or Iysosome inhibitors. Cells were 

transfected with Flag司 mGluR1aand myc-Siah1A and incubated in the presence of 

proteasome inhibitors (30μMMG四 132or 30μM lactacystin) or lysosome inhibitors 

(100μME64ラ 200μMchloroquine or 30 mM ammonium chloride). Levels of 

mGluR1a and Siah1A were measured by immunoblotting with antトFlagand anti四 myc

antibodies， respectively. Anti-actin blotting was conducted as an intemal control. 

None of these inhibitors were e狂ectivein blocking Siah1A四 mediatedmGluR1a 

degradation. In contrast， levels of Siah1A were higher in cells treated with 

proteasome inhibitors than those untreated or treated with lysosome inhibitors. 

FIG. 8. Siahl mRNA distribution in the mouse brain. A， B， Negative 

images of sagittal sections of the P12 mouse brain with an antisense Siah1A riboprobe 

(nucleotide residues 1-456)仏)and the corresponding sense riboprobe (B). OB， main 

olfactory bulb; AOn， anterior olfactory nucleus; Cx， cerebral cortex; H p， hippocampus; 

Th， thalamus; Pn， pontine nucleus; Cb， cerebellum. C， E， Dark-field images of 

emulsion-dipped sections of the cerebellum (C) and hippocampus (めofthe P12 mouse. 

D， F， bright-field images of eml叫Ils幻ωiおO叩nト-di必lppeωdsections of the ceαreぬbell刀la紅rcortex (D)九， and 

the pyr悶amidalcelllayer 0ぱfCA1 area of hippocampus (F，の)0ぱft出}註leP12 mouse. 

Arrowheads indicate the locations of Purki吋ecells. EG， extemal granular layer; Mラ

molecular layer; P， Purkinje celllayer; IG， intemal granular layer; Or， stratum oriens; 

Py， pyramidal celllayer; Ra， stratum radiatum. Scale bars， 2 mm for A and B， 0.4 

mm for C and E and 50μm for D andF. 
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